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You have decided to form a new business. You are excited about the future and the
opportunities your new business will bring you. So why think about exit strategies?

For one thing, if you intend to sell your business at a profit in five years, you might
organize it differently than if you intend to operate the business until you retire. Also, if
you have business partners, you need to plan for the very real possibility that you and
your business partners will develop differences of opinion about how to operate the
business, or whether to sell it or continue in business.  

When two people go into business together, often they are so focused on all the
things that need to be done right now, that they don’t think about what will happen to
the business if one of them dies, becomes ill or unable to work for some other reason, or if
they simply reach an impasse in how to operate the business. These things happen every
day in the business world, however.

Business break ups – whether due to death, differences of opinion or even to
success – can be as difficult as a divorce for the parties involved. Structuring your
business appropriately in the beginning can’t prevent all the pain of a break up, but it will
help you avoid many of the pitfalls that can magnify the difficulties you will have to face
during a breakup. Planning ahead can also save you valuable time, which can sometimes
mean the difference between an opportunity seized and an opportunity lost.

Ask these questions now, and avoid expensive disputes later:

i If one partner wants to sell and the other doesn’t, what will happen? 

i If one partner will buy out the other, how will the purchasing partner pay for the
buyout?

i How will you put a price on your business?

i In a business with two or more owners, if one dies, what will happen to his or her
ownership interest in the business?

i As a sole owner, what will happen to the business if you die or become incapable of
working?

i How will you sell your business when you are ready to retire?

There are no universal answers to these very personal questions. Instead, the
answers depend as much on your personality and level of risk tolerance, as on the type of
business you run and the other people involved in it. A thorough soul searching, together
with an analysis of the options available to you can help you determine the best answers
for you.  

Please give me a call if you would like some help designing an exit plan.


